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Linear time-invariant systems:

Linearization:

Conservative models:

State and compartment models:

Conservation of momentum

Conservation of mass ("stuff") -- flow in/out; generation

Conservation of energy

Conservation of charge -- resistance, capacitance/compliance

Chemical reagents:

Ion channels:

mass
density

reservoir

compliance

capacitance

electrical circuit equivalent:

electrical circuit equivalent (electrical potential and current):

Resistance of a tube (blood vessel, etc):

Compliance of a reservoir (organ, vessel wall elasticity, etc):

Resistance and capacitance/compliance combined (lumped electrical model):

A nonlinear system is 
approximately linear for small-
signal changes around the 
steady-state operating point.

steady-state

Taylor expansion for 
small-signal excursions 
around the steady-state 
operating point

Superposition: decompose variables f, u, v, … as a sum of two parts:

  1) steady-state background defining the operating point:    f, u, v, …

  2) small-signal transient fluctuations around steady-state:  f, u, v, …

concentration

volume
flow outflow in

input rate

Modular cascade of subsystems, each representing 
one compartment in the model.

In matrix-vector form:

Newton's law

damping
stiffness

mass

spring

a: linear scaling
t0: time shift invariance A: biosystem response gain

fraction of 
channels open

fraction of 
channels closed

openclosed

closing
rate

opening
rate

Nonlinearity due to the product 
turns almost linear when one of 
the concentrations dominates and 
remains relatively constant.

Rate kinetics:

Rate kinetics:

liquid
bilayer

ion
channel
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